On-plate self-desalting and matrix-free LDI MS analysis of peptides with a surface patterned sample support.
A hydrophobic-hydrophilic-hydrophobic pattern has been produced on the surface of a silicon substrate for selective enrichment, self-desalting, and matrix-free analysis of peptides in a single step. Upon sample application, the sample solution is first confined in a small area by a hydrophobic F-SAM outer area, after which salt contaminants and peptides are selectively enriched in the hydrophilic and hydrophobic areas, respectively. Simultaneously, matrix background noise is significantly reduced or eliminated because of immobilization of matrix molecules. As a result, the detection sensitivity is enhanced 20-fold compared with that obtained using the usual MALDI plate, and interference-free detection is achieved in the low m/z range. In addition, peptide ions can be identified unambiguously in the presence of NH₄HCO₃ (100 mM), urea (1 M), and NaCl (1 M). When the device was applied to the analysis of BSA digests, the peptide recovery and protein identification confidence were greatly improved.